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About This Game

Salt Thrust is game about controllable-infinitely bouncing ball on the sea .
Thoughts about lack of salt is the main idea of this game .

* This Game could be laggy if the computer specification is not high enough .(Recommended Requirements below)

This game is developer's first game and made with thoughts about sea .

Making enjoyable movements on the sea while playing it and viewing structures(enviroments) on the sea is the key content of
this game .

Each level can be cleared by collecting all the keys in the scene

movement keys are WASD or arrow keys .
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and mouse to look .

Levels are made with difficulty . so it might be challengeable .

So the playtime depends on Player's control .
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Title: Salt Thrust
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Collector_collector
Publisher:
Collector_collector
Release Date: 3 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: OS: Windows XP SP2+

Processor: Intel® Core™ i3 or AMD Phenom™ X3 8650

Memory: 2 GB RAM MB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card: DX9 (shader model 3.0) or DX11 with feature level 9.3 capabilities.

Storage: 250 MB available space

English
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Been playing this with a couple of my friends and what an absoulte laugh its been!! Great gameplay, awesome
zombies/mummys and some puzzles can be quite challenging.. This story was decent, and I liked it. I did feel that it was short,
and I feel that a few choices were cut prematurely. I feel that story had a LOT more potential than what was used. I hope that
there will be a follow-up, and that more will be done with it. Overall, I'm going to give this a 7\/10.. Wait for launch.. The game
is interesting as a mystery adventure. playability takes getting used to on a PC. As the game progresses, upgrades are readily
available (at in game money purchase) at the dock. I upgraded to the laser diode to help see better, and all it seemed to do was
blind me. But I think I'm hooked because I want to see what happens next. So I will continue to see if it entertains or
disappoints. I've been playing video games since pong. #oldmanfeedback.. Cute and spooky as hell. Thoroughly mediocre, often
ridiculously unfair, this game is OK but nothing great. Kind of decent at $1, I wouldn't buy it at anything more.. The best DLC
of Fallout 4 imo! It has far greater music than Fallout 4, more interesting story and more creatures! And the role-playing of
Fallout 4 improves with this just because of one interaction when a synth asks you if you are a synth and with the shown lore of
Fallout 4 and Far Harbor it IS possible. So you can decide that you are a synth if you want to.
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NO MORE UPDATES - DO NOT BUY

Yes.
This game is fun.
It is very early in development and has bugs. Alot of bugs.
I would reccomend you get it around a sale because no one plays and theres not much in it yet.
Other than that. Its really fun and only made by two people. (From what I know). Bought it for just 0,99\u20ac on the -75%
sale. Awesome game! Reccomended to buy ;-). Very short, consisting of a few jump scares and some text.
All three chapters could be completed within 20 minutes and there is no story value.
After completing all three chapters I went back through chapter one multiple times trying to get an apparently broken
achievement which has now been removed.
I do not recommend this game.. I can't complain too much since it's only 1 dollar. It's a simple game. You jump around and
shoot things. It doesn't fit the music too well, but the visuals are neat. The song browser is annoying, though, since it puts all of
your indexed songs in one list. Get the songs you want ready beforehand.
As for difficulty, it is TOUGH. It seems easier than when I tried it in early access, but there's little room for mistakes. Didn't hit
the glass in 1 or 2 shots? Say hello to die. Especially on the hardest difficulty where if you make a single mistake, you fail the
song.
Oh and also it has SEVENTY EIGHT ACHIEVEMENTS. Got this as a pre-order bonus, so no money wasted there. You might
wanna grab it -66% or something as it doesn't really add much.
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